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IP ATTORNEY

THE CURRENT IP SYSTEM IS A PAIN
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THE CURRENT IP SYSTEM

EXPENSIVE

CONFUSING
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SLOW

EXCLUSIVE

WHAT IS IDEABLOCK?

IdeaBlock leverages blockchain to fortify your assets instantly. Forever.

IdeaBlock protects your IP and your IP and your bottom line.

IdeaBlock insures against future legal challenges.
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HOW IDEABLOCK SECURES YOUR IP

SEND
User logs in and uploads a new idea description
via one or more ﬁles.

SECURE
Let us do the heavy lifting. We receive your
uploaded idea and tether it to ﬁve separate
blockchains, where it will be available forever.

SAFE
IdeaBlock creates provable prior art that shields
your idea against any future legal challenges.
Want to keep it a trade secret? We’ve got you
covered there, as well.
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SOME IDEABLOCK FEATURES
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SEAMLESS ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION
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Our enterprise version will ship with role
creation, allowing internal idea submission
to mimic existing IP submission to legal
departments
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UPDATE PREVIOUS IDEAS INSTANTLY
Update past ideas early and often instead
of the additional delays, costs, and legal
exposure that comes with updating
traditional IP.
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SECURE WEBSOCKET COMMUNICATION
Chat, share ideas, or submit IP to your
in-house legal department for upload
and/or patent submission approval via the
IdeaBlock interface
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AUTOMATED UPLOADS VIA DAEMON
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Simply associate any ﬁle with an idea or
idea family and IdeaBlock will watch for ﬁle
edits and upload updates at any frequency
you choose.
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ROLE CREATION AND MANAGEMENT

Clients can join IdeaBlock’s decentralized
database network and submit ideas directly
to local node.
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Organizations can create and maintain user
roles and permissions to submit and
approve ideas from inventors.
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IDEABLOCK PLAYS WELL WITH OTHER IP
IdeaBlock serves as a powerful compliment
to traditional forms of IP, providing
defensive IP protection to the oﬀensive
protection provided by, for instance,
patents and copyrights.

RUN YOUR OWN IDEABLOCK INSTANCE

NOT LIMTED TO ANY TYPE OF IDEA OR IP
IdeaBlock can protect ideas that are to be
held as trade secrets, works of art, music,
software, or any other works of authorship.
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PROTECT THEN SURRENDER
IdeaBlock allows those who wish to
dedicate their IP rights to the public domain
to do with the added beneﬁt of defensive
protection against those who may attempt
to enforce related IP in the future.

AND MANY MORE …

CONTACT

IDEABLOCK
@ldeaBlock
help@ideablock.io
919-551-5054
Ideablock.io

ELI SHEETS
@sheets173
eli@ideablock.io
612-710-0208

